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Thao Nguyen
Knowledgeable and experienced translator/ interpreter with 6 years’ experience translating and interpreting between English and
Vietnamese in diverse areas. With in-depth knowledge of spoken slangs, expressions and cultural preferences, I can also provide
subtitling services. Expertise in using translation tools to provide efficiency and ability to handle multiple clients simultaneously.

thao.ng88@gmail.com 07576555906 Manchester, UK linkedin.com/in/thaong88

TRANSLATION/ INTERPRETATION PROJECTS

- English to Vietnamese subtitling of season 10 and 11 of The Big Bang Project, a popular US TV show. Client is a
company based in Germany. I also provided quality check of other subtitlers' work;

- Subtitling 4hr worth of video for Trans Boulevard LLC (Based in the US) from Vietnamese to English with content about
surveying how factors such as cultures, family, peers...that influence young American-Vietnamese in their car-buying
decisions. I did everything from translation - timing and making subtitles for this project;

- Provided English - Vietnamese translation for a 60 second digital commercial , for an animal welfare NGO based in
Bangkok, Thailand;

- Ongoing projects: subcontracting with a UK-based company to translate and proofread legal documents for the UK
government with some high-profile projects in regards to the Vietnamese migrants in the UK (About 300,000 words so
far);

- Ongoing projects: Shortlisted to provide transcreation services for Adidas brand with an agency based in the UK.

WORK EXPERIENCE

05/2017 – 11/2018

Admin & Network Relations Officer
EU - Vietnam Business Network

Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
A project co-funded by the European Union to support companies from 28 EU Member States to expand their business to Vietnam.

Support the Business Development team in collective services such as sectorial Trade Missions and individual services such as
tailored Business Partner Searches or Market Research;

Reach out to new clients in Europe by cold calling and mass emailing to generate new leads. Successfully recruited 10 clients for 2
trade missions;

Support the preparation and organization of trade missions and events;

Organised B2B meetings for a delegation of 19 European Food & Beverage companies to Vietnam in 5 days, 4 companies of these are
in the meat industry;

Successfully supported the organisation of an exhibition with 120 brands, 30 of which come from Europe and helped 5 brands meet
with potential Vietnamese business partners.

Contact: Mrs. Delphine Rousselet, former Project Director – Email: delphine.rousselet.net@gmail.com - Phone: +84 91 404 88 11

03/2014 – 05/2017

Project Administration Officer
World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF - Vietnam)

Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
The world's leading non-governmental organisation in the field of the wildlife conservation, and the reduction of human impact on the environment.

Liaise with local provincial authorities and local people to carry out projects, including Aquaculture Stewardship Council fish farming
in Mekong Delta, mangrove and bird preservation in Long An and Dong Thap provice, sustainable fishing of blue crab in Kien Giang. I
helped translated technical documents to communicate to the locals why the need of such project.

Other administration tasks including travel arrangements, event organisation, overall office management.

Manage petty cash for HCM office, process cash payments upon full approvals and in accordance with closely defined procedures and
timescales;

Maintain accurate records of all cash payments, including cash book management with proper budget line and filing of hard copies.

Contact: Mrs. Thu LE, Administration Coordinator – Email: thu.lethi@wwf.org.vn - Phone: +84 24 37193049

Achievements/Tasks
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WORK EXPERIENCE

08/2009 – 09/2010

In-country Analyst
Euromonitor International

Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
The world's leading independent provider of strategic market research.

Research on the Consumer Industries in Vietnam by reviewing and collecting information from secondary sources, visiting retail
stores to gather product information, conducting trade interviews with manufacturers, suppliers, distributors, collecting and
manipulating data points in order to build market sizes, brand participation, etc., analyzing quantitative and qualitative data /
information;

Generate MS-Word text reports in English;

Successfully finished reports on: Dairy market, softdrinks, powder-based drinks, imported fruits, Vietnam tourism..
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